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 Ancient Greek Philosophers, i.e. Aristotle, Socrates, Plato, wrote and debated about the 3 parts 

of a human being: Body, Mind and Soul. This concept translated into 21
st
 politically correct 

culture it’s reframed as the Physical, Mental and Spiritual, while the Bible describes the triune 

nature of man as the Spirit, Soul and Body (Hebrews 4:12, 1Thess.5:23, etc.)    

You are a Spirit, you have a Soul, and you live in a Body:   

 Spirit:  This is the core of who we are.  The center: the definite “us”, or the gut.   

 The Soul:  The soul is the mind (intellect), will, and emotions. 

 The Body: This is the flesh, or the physical, and its instincts.   

Man was designed to live from his core (spirit), but, we are often led by the outside inward 

(ruled by what our body demands, or our emotional reactions), which can cause conflict when 

the circumstances of our life are out of our control.     

Each part of a man has the ability to influences the other; whether for our benefit, or our 

destruction.  Beginning with the Body, what are some healthy and unhealthy behaviors that could 

affect our ability to cope with stress? 

Body/ Physical Health:   

Healthy:        Unhealthy: 

 

Sleeping, Spending,                                                                                                                               

Diet, Relationships,                                                                                                                  

Exercise, Recreation, etc.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

 How can these behaviors affect your Soul:  Mind, Will and Emotions?  

Soul: Mind, Will and Emotional Health:   

Healthy:        Unhealthy: 

Sleeping, Spending,                                                                                                                               

Diet, Relationships,                                                                                                                  

Exercise, Recreation, etc.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          



 Decision Making:  When our emotions are in control, how does that affect our ability to 

make decisions?  Which is better, rational decision making, or emotional decision 

making?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Some things to consider about the Soul:  Its response to circumstance is not innate.  It is trained, 

either purposely or by our environment.  It can be retrained, and we do have control.   

Feelings are much like waves, we can't stop them from coming but we can choose which one to 

surf.  ~Jonatan Mårtensson   

Spiritual Health: 

Most of us never consider our spiritual health, as we do not readily discern its relevance or even 

existence in our day to day life.  However, Spiritual truths encompass all areas of life and living.  

How can Spiritual truths affect your health? 

1. Having faith that one’s life matters 

a. Willing to contribute to a better society 

b. Willing to help others 

2. Provides meaning and purpose to life 

3. Knowing we can choose and our choice has an impact 

4. For people of Faith:  Having a deep knowledge of God will keep you from losing your 

faith.   

Tending to only the emotional needs of our existence and ignoring everything else can leave us 

frustrated, unfulfilled, stressed-out, crippling our ability to cope and rationalize, thereby, 

seriously affecting our overall health.  Acknowledging that we are more than our emotions, or 

our physical body, and each area of our existence needs tending, can help us put things in their 

proper perspective and better manage those unexpected circumstances of life.  

 

 

 

 Session 5 Action Assignment:   

Choose one area of your life to focus on over the next 21 days to increase your overall whole-

person health, and record your weekly observations.  For example:  Cutting out sugar can help 

boost your extended energy level. Week one may record withdraw symptoms, followed by an 

increase in energy.  Second week may illicit weight loss and increased optimism.  Week three, 

you might notice a complete lack of cravings.  Your experience is unique.  Come back and share 

your results!  


